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DATE OF MEETING: 14/04/2005

PARTICIPATION: All members

AGENDA OF MEETING

Consider on the evaluation of demonstration of the project that Mr. Acar had done. Update of the web site is another aspect that we dealt with. Get information about investigation of palms from Mr. Çelik. Uploading codes to CVS that written until now.

SUMMARY and RESULTS of MEETING

We discussed demonstration that Mr. Acar had done with bethinking the advices of Mr. Dalay. Untill the next demonstration, incompleteness of program will be tried to handled. Mr. Ekinci updated the web site of V2Soft team. It was a good step but that needs more afford to have really well designed and a professional web page. He will do more innovation about web page in the upcoming weeks. Mr. Çelik explained the investigation of palms and how to code palms for wireless connection. It was useful for other team members and he will give more at the next meeting. CVS usage and uploading written codes to CVS was assigned to Mr. Ekinci. He had handle first step but we are behind the schedule a bit. We will give importance to this point to close deficiency.
NEXT MEETING TIME DECIDED : 21/04/2005

NOTE: For ours and the projects goods all should attend the meetings.
One with additional meeting request should inform others before 1 day of the meeting that he wants to be held on.
Thanks and Best Regards to all participators

NOTE : Although at the meeting time the name of group was different and project. manager was not assigned, after related changes this document has been changed too.
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